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Cecilia Eckelmann-Battistello

2019 marked Contship Group’s 50th anniversary. Founder Angelo Ravano, an
entrepreneur who is still widely lauded for his vision and instinct, was years
ahead of the curve in the international-shipping world. In the last 18 months,
Contship Group has expanded its activities with growing international interests
while consolidating our strategic presence in Italy, with bases in La Spezia
and Ravenna plus a long-standing partnership with Gallozzi Group in Salerno.
Contship has invested with Eurogate, Marsa Maroc and Hapag-Lloyd in a
second container terminal at the port of Tangier, strengthening our presence
in one of the most dynamic countries in the whole of the Mediterranean region.
Served by Sogemar, a wholly owned Contship subsidiary, the intermodal
sector has weathered the impact of the vertical integration of the shipping
lines. It continues to develop independent transport solutions and competitive
services that forge increasingly resilient and environmentally sustainable
supply chains.
This latter agenda is one that the political and financial institutions in all
the main WTO member countries are leading on from the front. Besides the
impact of Covid-19 on the world economy and international trade, it is hard
to imagine a future where sustainability is anything less than crucial. That
is why Contship continues to invest in an offering model that is increasingly
sustainable in social, economic and environmental terms. Through our own
direct endeavours, supported by the main shareholders and trade associations,
Contship Group is the torchbearer for a vision where ports and intermodal
transport form strategic hubs for the economic development of the countries
in which we invest. This is a lever for creating value shared with all stakeholders
through long-term investments to support a gradual migration from a linear
economic model to one that is as circular as possible.
That is the spirit underpinning this report on Contship Group’s sustainability
commitment in 2019: supporting our business to grow an increasingly
sustainable enterprise.
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A NOTE ON THE
METHODOLOGY
This third edition of the Contship Sustainability Report presents the Group’s
social-, economic- and environmental-sustainability performance in 2019.
Following the past editions, it uses the Global Reporting Initiative (CORE
application level) reference standards, following the fundamental principles of
balance, comparability, accuracy, clarity, timeliness and reliability.
The report consists of 3 main sections: “Who we are” gives a snapshot of the
Group with an outline of its governance and operations; “Sustainability at
Contship” maps out the stakeholders and the materiality matrix to introduce
the key aims of Contship’s sustainability efforts, driven by shared values
and sustainable development; and “Profit” is dedicated to the Group’s social,
economic and environmental performance.
The correlation table between the report contents and the GRI Standards
performance indicators is included as an appendix.
The scope of this report has changed significantly compared to past editions.
This is because the companies operating in the maritime terminals at Gioia
Tauro (MCT – Medcenter Container Terminal, holding sold in March) and
Cagliari (CICT – Cagliari International Container Terminal, in voluntary
liquidation since 1 September) left the Group during 2019. The general Group
overview on pages 12–13 encompasses all its component companies: those
controlled by the holding company CSI (Contship Italia) and those where the
Group is a minority shareholder (TCR – Terminal Container Ravenna, SCT –
Salerno Container Terminal, and EGT – Eurogate Tanger).
For the performance reporting, however, the information presented covers only
the controlled subsidiaries. LSCT (La Spezia Container Terminal), Sogemar,
Hannibal, Oceanogate and RHM (Rail Hub Milano) report full details for 2019,
while for MCT only the information for the period within the Group is included
(up to and including March 2019). For CICT, the performance figures relate to
the period of operation at the terminal (until the end of August 2019). It has been
decided, therefore, to report the absolute performance figures, restricting the
comparison with previous years. Otherwise, the result would have appeared a
misleading understatement of the actual performance.
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WHO WE ARE

Who we are

CONTSHIP GROUP

a unique partner in the global supply
chain offering integrated services
through a network of maritime
terminals and solutions for the logistics
and intermodal worlds, with a reach
covering the major economic areas in
Italy and Europewide.
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Contship is a portmanteau of the words
“container” and “shipping”. Contship
founder Angelo Ravano converted the
family fleet into a container carrier
in 1969, making Contship a genuine
containership pioneer in Italy and
Europe. Ravano’s foresight and vision
has borne fruit as Contship Italia S.p.A.,
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GOVERNANCE

Contship Italia S.p.A., the Group
holding company, is based in
Melzo, near Milan. Its main
roles include strategic planning,
centralised corporate functions,
and coordination of all subsidiaries’

operations. Contship Italia Group
is led by Cecilia EckelmannBattistello and is part of Eurokai
Group, Europe’s largest independent
terminal operator.
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Who we are

CONTSHIP GROUP

LA SPEZIA
CONTAINER TERMINAL

CAGLIARI INTERNATIONAL
CONTAINER TERMINAL

TERMINAL CONTAINER
RAVENNA

CAGLIARI

In voluntary liquidation
SPE.DE.MAR.

SALERNO
CONTAINER TERMINAL

EUROGATE
TANGER

TANGER ALLIANCE

SALERNO

TANGIER

TANGIER

C.S.R.

RAVENNA
CONTREPAIR

LA SPEZIA

MARITIME
TERMINALS

SOGEMAR

MILAN - MELZO

OCEANOGATE ITALIA

MILAN - MELZO

HANNIBAL

RAIL HUB MILANO

MILAN - MELZO
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MILAN - MELZO

LOGISTICS&
INTERMODAL
TRANSPORT

UK

RUSSIA

Rotterdam

Duisburg

CHINA

Hamburg
Bremerhaven
Wilhelmshaven

Vienna
Frenkendorf
(Basel)

CHINA

Munich

HUNGARY,
ROMANIA,
TURKEY
Padua

MELZO

Reggio Emilia
Genoa

Ravenna
La Spezia

GREECE,
TURKEY,
ALBANIA

Bari
Salerno

Tangier

Intermodal connections
Maritime terminals

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE:
BEING AT THE HEART OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
OUR CORE STRENGTH:
AN INTELLIGENT NETWORK
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Who we are

KEY DATA

Accurate as at 31/12/2019, for the wholly owned and investee companies
NAME

Contship Italia S.p.A.

REGISTERED OFFICE

Via I Maggio, 1 - Melzo (MI) - Italy

OWNERSHIP

Eurokai 66.6%
Eurogate 33.4%

GROUP COMPANIES
CONTROLLED BY THE
HOLDING COMPANY, CSI

La Spezia Container Terminal, Cagliari
International Container Terminal (in voluntary
liquidation), Medcenter Container Terminal (until
march 2019), Sogemar, Hannibal, Oceanogate Italia,
Rail Hub Milano

GROUP INVESTEE
COMPANIES

Terminal Container Ravenna, Salerno Container
Terminal, Eurogate Tanger, Tanger Alliance

CONTAINER TERMINALS

La Spezia, Ravenna, Salerno, Tangeri

INTERMODAL TERMINAL

Melzo (Milan)

EMPLOYEES

1,728

CONTAINERS HANDLED
(TEU)

4,239,208
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OVERALL VOLUMES
HANDLED 2019
Accurate as at 31/12/2019, for the wholly owned and investee companies
Maritime terminals
MCT - Medcenter Container Terminal Gioia Tauro
(until 31/03/2019)
CICT - Cagliari International Container Terminal
(until 31/08/2019)
EGT - Eurogate Tanger

488,358 TEU
53,520 TEU
1,527,339 TEU

Maritime gateways
LSCT - La Spezia Container Terminal

1,304,522 TEU

TCR - Terminal Container Ravenna

180,918 TEU

SCT - Salerno Container Terminal

371,665 TEU

Intermodal logistics
Hannibal (volumes transported)

312,886 TEU

Oceanogate Italia (trains/km operated)
Rail Hub Milano - Melzo (trains IN/OUT)
Rail Hub Milano - Melzo (intermodal units handled)
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1,143,413
6,179
295,628

Who we are

TRAFFIC

During 2019, the transhipment
terminal
run
by
the
Porto
Industriale Cagliari subsidiary
handled volumes of 53,520 TEU,
down 151,560 (-73.9%) in 2018. The
number of ships calling at CICT fell
from 265 in 2018 to 90 in 2019.

The Group’s 2019 market share was
about 17.3% (including the volumes
handled by Medcenter Container
Terminal until it left the Group in
April 2019 and by Porto Industriale
Cagliari until it ceased operating).
Taking into account the volumes
handled by TCR and SCT in the year,
the Group’s overall market share
rises to around 22.4%.
Container traffic in La Spezia
Container Terminal decreased
3.4% to 1,304,522 TEU in 2019,
compared to 1,350,116 TEU in 2018.
Preparations continued for the new
development plan for the port area
concession, which is set to unfold in
the coming years.

In
the
land-terminals
and
intermodal-transport sector, the
overall economic trend in 2019 for
Sogemar and its subsidiaries was
upward.
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TRAFFIC

As for Hannibal S.p.A., its
customer
MSC’s
decision
to
reorganise its operation and took
certain production processes inhouse, lead to significant decline
of its service volumes nationwide,
although this was partially offset by
efforts to develop new business and
consolidate existing relationships.
Regarding international traffic,
Lyon service was closed in
December, as its market was
unsustainable, while the links to
Switzerland and Rotterdam remain

stable and profitable.
Oceanogate
Italia
S.p.A.
experienced reduced volumes of
rail business for maritime traffic
and a consolidation of international
traffic bound for Frenkendorf via
the Italian leg to Chiasso. More
trains were marshalled in Melzo,
mainly due to the international
traffic served.
And Rail Hub Milano S.p.A.
handled 4.7% more units (up from
282,423 in 2018 to 295,628 in 2019).
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SUSTAINABILITY
AT CONTSHIP

Sustainability at Contship

SUSTAINABILITY
AT CONTSHIP
Group activities and our conduct
towards stakeholders.
LSCT and Oceanogate have adopted
an Organisation, Management and
Control model under Legislative
Decree no. 231/2001 to integrate
the existing management systems
with a structured, organic system
of procedures and control activities
(preventive, in transit and ex post)
to reduce the risk of offences being
committed, by identifying sensitive
processes and turning them into
procedures.
All Group companies have also
adopted a whistleblowing policy
for reporting irregularities and
offences, in compliance with Law
no. 179/2017.

Contship Group constantly works
to offer integrated goods-transport
solutions. Developing intermodal
option and growing the rail
operations are key objectives.
With its sustainable-development
efforts, the Group aims to create
value
throughout
the
supply
chain, meeting market demand
without neglecting the impact of its
activities on the society as well as
the environment.
At Contship, sustainability means
process
efficiency,
targeted
investment in innovation, and
prudent management of resources
- be they economic, human or
environmental.
The Code of Ethics, updated in
November 2018, underpins all the
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STAKEHOLDERS

Competitors

Shareholders

Trade
associations

Financial
backers

Public
bodies

Customers

Strategic
suppliers

NGOs

Suppliers

Management

Local
communities

Media
Employees

Unions
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Sustainability at Contship

MATERIALITY
MATRIX

economic
performance

IMPORTANCE FOR STAKEHOLDERS

HIGH

market presence
and positioning

IT security

workplace health
and safety
employment
energy

indirect economic
impact
emissions

organisational-model
efficiency

innovation
anti-competitive
behaviour

suppliers

local communities

anti-corruption and
transparency

noise

training

MEDIUM

diversity and equal
opportunities
tendering and supply
practices
waste
operational
continuity

MEDIUM

HIGH
IMPORTANCE FOR CONTSHIP

Social aspects
Environmental aspects
Governance aspects
Economic aspects
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OUR PRIORITIES

Our commitment to sustainable logistics through innovating
goods-distribution processes in response to ever-changing
market demand
Energy efficiency
Monitoring and containing environmental pressures (noise
pollution, atmospheric emissions, discharges and wastes)
Safeguarding air quality
Partnering with other organisations for continual improvement
and to promote best practices
Devising and developing projects to benefit communities and the
local area
Putting our employees, their families and work-life balance at the
heart of our company values
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PROFIT

profit

ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
REVENUE, OPERATING INCOME AND NET FINANCIAL DEBT
sector was particularly affected, while land
terminals/logistics maintained its recent
upward trend. Besides, the introduction of
some new IFRS accounting principles has
made it difficult to properly compare the
performance with previous accounting
periods.

The Group’s 2019 economic and financial
performance was strongly impacted by the
sale of the holding in Medcenter Container
Terminal S.p.A. in April and by the voluntary
liquidation (and the resulting cessation of
operations) of Porto Industriale di Cagliari
S.p.A. on 2 October. The maritime-terminals

REVENUE

unit

2019

2018

Continental logistics

EUR m

91

87

Maritime terminals

EUR m

186

266

Contship Group

EUR m

276

349

Revenue was down 27% to EUR 276m in 2019 compared to 2018. The decrease was mainly attributed
to the maritime-terminals sector (-30%), whereas land terminals/logistics was up 3.8%.

OPERATING INCOME

unit

2019

2018

Continental logistics

EUR m

6

5

Maritime terminals

EUR m

33

46

Contship Group

EUR m

38

52

The operating income decreased 26.9% to EUR 37.8m.
The Group’s operating income margin fell by around 1%, compared to a 14.8% rise in 2018.
The net profit was up 48% to EUR 63.8m in 2019, compared to EUR 43m in 2018.

NET FINANCIAL DEBT

unit

2019

2018

Continental logistics

EUR m

-49

-32

Maritime terminals

EUR m

-22

6

Contship Group

EUR m

-13

-4

Net financial debt stood at EUR 13.3m, EUR 8.8m more compared to 2018, affecting both maritime
terminals and intermodal sectors. Net financial debt accounted for 5.9% of consolidated net assets,
compared to 2.1% in the previous year.
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DISTRIBUTION OF
ADDED VALUE

NET TURNOVER
EUR 275,4 m
2019

SUPPLIERS
EUR 128,4 m
2019

DISTRIBUTION OF ADDED VALUE TO STAKEHOLDERS 2019

STAFF

76,0 m

(salaries, social
security costs,
severance pay,
benefits)

GOVERNMENT
AND LOCAL BODIES

22,9 m

(taxes and
charges)

FINANCIAL
BACKERS

SHAREHOLDERS

EUR 46,2 m

EUR 3,8 m

(dividends)

(debt interest)

CORPORATE
SYSTEM

EUR 25,7 m

(amortisation and
reserves)

COMMUNITY

EUR 0,9 m

(donations,
sponsorships,
local projects)

Net turnover was down 27% to EUR 276m in 2019 compared to 2018. The decrease was
mainly attributable to the maritime-terminals sector (-30%), whereas land terminals/
logistics was up 3.8%. The sale of holding in CSM Italia Gate S.p.A. (a vehicle for
controlling Medcenter Container Terminal S.p.A.) and the voluntary liquidation of
Porto Industriale di Cagliari S.p.A. are the main reasons to the decrease in turnover.
These events also reduced 31.1% of staff costs. Taxes and charges paid to the state
and local bodies were up 18%, mainly due to a precautionary provision of EUR 2.7m
for IMU (municipal property taxes) for the period 2013-18 regarding properties held
by the company under a concession at the port of La Spezia. The provision was made
based on a tax calculation using a reasonable land registry income in line with that
applied in other Italian ports, where properties in category E1 cannot be registered
and are thus exempt from the tax. These provisions cover potential liabilities that
could materialise in future years. The increase in the shareholders item is largely
due to the gain from selling the shares in CSM Italia Gate in April 2019. Donations,
sponsorships and local projects are in line with previous years.
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profit

SUPPLIERS

SUPPLIERS: A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
a purchasing committee, which
meets monthly to make decisions in
compliance with Group procedures.
The entire procurement process
involves several departments, to
ensure transparency and prevent
offences and abuse.
For
strategic
purchases
like
technical equipment, shareholders
(Eurokai/Eurogate) will be involved
to evaluate potential synergies and
ensure a coordinated approach.
Furthermore, with economies of
scale in mind, purchasing has been
centralised for certain types of
goods and services, e.g. insurance,
fuel, vehicles and electricity. These
types of purchases are made by
a dedicated committee at parentcompany level.

Suppliers are essential to our
business. In some areas, they
directly impact the performance
and services offered by Group
companies. It is vital, therefore,
to have strong, reliable supplier
relationships while keeping an
eye for innovation and market
conditions, to ensure sustainable,
high-quality procurement.
Suppliers are selected and the
conditions of supply for goods and
services are determined using
objective, impartial criteria based
on quality, price and assurances
offered. All suppliers must meet
the current legal requirements
and those laid down by each Group
company regarding quality, safety
and environmental standard. Each
Group company has established
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SUPPLIERS

Jobs in allied industries per sector – TOTAL 802

cleaning 20
other
maintenance 10

porterage 25
security 5
other 10

internal transport 161

equipment
maintenance 37
interchange
43

ship
handling
261

road
haulage 230

Expenditure on local suppliers – TOTAL 100%
Calabria 4,1%
Emilia Romagna 4,8%

Overseas 15,1%

Lazio 8,4%

Other regions 3,1%
Veneto 4,0%
Sardinia 1,8%

Liguria
20,3%

Piedmont 3,1%

Lombardy 35,4%
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THE PLANET

the planet

ENERGY

Caring for the environment is one of
the core values at Contship Group.
We believe it is vital to develop
our businesses by creating wealth
and well-being for stakeholders
while striving to reduce the
environmental impact of our

activities and safeguard the quality
of life of the communities who live
near our premises.
We take targeted action to improve
our environmental performance
and to reduce our impact and
consumption.

ENERGY
Energy management impacts significantly on the environment and on the
Group’s economic sustainability.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN 2019
unit

kWh

GJ

Diesel

67,842,730

244,234

Total electricity

24,652,286

88,748

6,679,661

24,047

17,972,626

64,701

82,427

297

92,577,443

333,279

> from renewable sources
> from non-renewable sources
Methane gas*
Total energy consumption

*Methane consumption regards the intermodal segment only.
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ENERGY

Since 2019, an energy-efficiency
and performance-improvement
project has been under way for
the entire lighting system at the
Melzo site. All lighting towers in the
current SHP units will be gradually
replaced by latest-generation LED
cable lights. A 25% reduction in
the installed power - and thus
consumption - is expected, with
knock-on maintenance benefits.
Some lights will be repositioned
for better coverage in all areas.
Individual lights will also be fitted
with a remote-control system
for more precise monitoring and
efficiency.

As of 2015, Legislative Decree
no. 102/2014 has required large
and energy-intensive corporations
to submit an energy audit every 4
years.
In
2019,
LSCT
and
RHM
underwent their second audit
(the first one was conducted in
2015), based on an examination
of their energy consumption
and needs. It highlighted various
energy-efficiency
improvements
in the intermodal segment and at
the maritime terminal, which the
Group will explore in a technical
and economic analysis.
The energy audit has also helped
to establish general and specific
performance
indicators
based
on consumption per quantity of
goods handled. These will provide
benchmarks for monitoring energy
efficiency in the various operating
sectors over the coming years.

Energy-efficiency improvements
have also been made at the La
Spezia maritime terminal. All the
natural-gas thermal-power plants
have been gradually removed in
favour of heat-pump solutions, in
a transition from natural gas to
electricity.
A monitoring and control system
has been installed, which tells us
how much the various production
lines are consuming. The lights on
the towers are being progressively
replaced with new LED technologies
(in 2019, 8 towers out of 27 worked
on LEDs).
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ENERGY

ENERGY AUDIT 2019 (BASED ON 2018 FIGURES)
Energy-performance indicators - Intermodal sector
Type

Use

Electricity RMG cranes, warehouse,
workshops, compressors,
lighting, air conditioning,
data-processing centre,
transmission

Consumption

Handled*

IPG

1,467,358 KWh

282,423 TEU

5.2 KWh/TEU

Natural
gas

Heating and hot water

7,128 Smc

282,423 TEU

0.0252 Smc/TEU

Diesel

RHM reach stackers,
Oceanogate
locomotives, Hannibal
trucks, vehicles

896,683 lt

282,423 TEU

3.17 lt/TEU

Petrol

Vehicles

6,874 lt

282,423 TEU

0.024 lt/TEU

1,052.18 TEP

282,423 TEU

0.0037 TEP/TEU

Total
*containers handled by RHM

Energy-performance indicators - LSCT maritime terminal
Type

Handled*

IPG

Electricity UNL cranes, STK cranes, 15,880,524 KWh
reefers, mechanical
workshop, electric
forklifts, lighting, air
conditioning, offices

1,372,366 TEU

11.57 KWh/TEU

Diesel

2,559,818 lt

1,372,366 TEU

1.86 lt/TEU

5,149.9 TEP

1,372,366 TEU

0.00375 TEP/TEU

Totale

Use

cranes, diesel forklifts,
vehicle fleet

Consumption

*Figures include handling various goods (calculated by converting tons into TEU)
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GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS
The Group is reducing its carbon
footprint by investing in quality
transport and best technologies
available in the market.
By combining various means (sea,
road and rail), intermodal transport

helps to optimise goods carriage,
reducing energy consumption and
CO2 emissions.
In particular, rail is vital to a
sustainable logistics strategy.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
CO2 equivalent emissions
Direct emissions (Scope 1)

13,402 t

Indirect emissions (Scope 2)

10,562 t

To evaluate atmospheric CO2 emissions caused by the Group’s activities, we
identified the main direct-emission source (scope 1): diesel combustion to
fuel the various companies’ vehicles. For indirect emissions (scope 2), we
considered electricity consumption1.
In order to be consistent with previous years, natural-gas consumption was
excluded. (It is only used in the canteens at the land terminals.) At around
17 t, i.e. 0.1% of total direct emissions, it is more than offset by the 52 t of CO2
avoided through the use of solar generation at the Melzo site.
ENERGY PRODUCTION in 2019

Energy generated (solar)

kWh

GJ

CO2 emissions avoided

84,411

304

52 t

The methods for calculating equivalent CO2 differ between intermodal companies and maritime
terminals. For the intermodal segment, we used the emission factors for the transport sector proposed
in the ISPRA national inventory for direct emissions from diesel consumption; for indirect emissions, it
was based on the electricity supplier’s energy mix. For the LSCT terminal, the Ferport guidelines were
used (referring to the DEFRA 2017 inventory), with a focus on the estimated emissions in the container
terminals.

1
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WATER CONSUMPTION

Water consumption in 2019 in the maritime segment comprised the partial
contribution from the Gioia Tauro and Cagliari terminals: MCT (3 months),
CICT (8 months).
WATER CONSUMPTION
unit

2018

2019

Intermodal

m3/year

7,166

10,095

Maritime terminals

m3/year

32,095

20,775

Total consumption

m3/year

39,261

30,870

To provide a meaningful comparison to the previous year, we include a
second table with figures in 2018 and 2019 for a different base context; the
maritime side includes only the La Spezia terminal.
WATER CONSUMPTION
unit

2018

2019

Intermodal

m3/year

7,166

10,095

LSCT maritime terminal

m3/year

14,269

15,553

Total consumption

m3/year

21,435

25,648

For the intermodal part, the increased consumption reflects the growth in
handling operations. For LSCT, despite the minor volume reduction, there
was a slight increase due to a pipeline leak.
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WASTE PRODUCED

The waste production figures are presented as for water consumption:
the overall consumption for 2018 and 2019, with the LSCT figure presented
separately. (La Spezia was the only maritime terminal with data for all 12
months of 2019.)
HAZARDOUS WASTE
unit

2018

2019

Intermodal

Kg

34,960

40,735

Maritime terminals

Kg

444,551

146,193

> of which LSCT

Kg

68,328

81,860

Total

Kg

497,511

186,928

unit

2018

2019

Intermodal

Kg

216,540

228,510

Maritime terminals

Kg

1,756,855

997,052

> of which LSCT

Kg

999,169

860,964

Total

Kg

1,973,395

1,225,562

NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE

Both hazardous and non-hazardous waste have increased in the intermodal
segment, due to the greater handling volumes. For the La Spezia maritime
terminal, non-hazardous waste is reduced, while there’s a rise in hazardous
waste. With largely stable handling volumes, this is attributable to nonroutine maintenance work on cranes and self-propelled vehicles and the
disposal of used oils.
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THE PLASTIC-FREE
PROJECT
In 2019, in line with the European
Commission’s European Strategy
for Plastics in a Circular Economy,
Contship Italia Group launched
our Plastic-Free project, a targeted
series of actions to reduce plastic
consumption. Work began at the
LSCT maritime terminal, with the
installation of water dispensers
running off the water main. Singleuse plastics, paper cups, stirrers and
cutlery have been replaced in the
canteens with recyclable products.

The Plastic-Free project aims to
change habits a sustainable way,
starting with how water and lunch
are consumed at the maritime
terminals and intermodal centres.
The company’s Christmas present
in 2019 was a kit comprises of a steel
vacuum flask and cool bag. Staff
can use them for work lunch as well
as during their personal time, to
reduce waste and help look after the
environment.

CONSUMPTION FOR PET PRODUCTION
500 ml bottle

Oil (kg)

Water (litres)

CO2 (kg)

1

0.03

1

0.08

CONSUMPTION IN THE LSCT TERMINAL DURING 2018
500 ml bottle

Oil (kg)

Water (litres)

CO2 (kg)

120.000

3,600

120,000

9,600
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NOISE

need to wear personal protective
equipment such as helmets. The
white-noise alarm is a less irritating
noise, dissipating quickly and
audible only within the hazardous
area. The equivalent decibel level
measured at 50 metres is over
4.5 dB less than for the previous
tonal
alarms.
The
audiblewarning devices will be activated
automatically when forklifts reverse
and cranes move, enhancing worker
safety and reducing noise nuisance
for communities near the terminal.

Noise emissions are especially
important at the La Spezia maritime
terminal, as it is located near the
residential centre.
LSCT
has
been
investing
systematically for over a decade
in new machineries and systems
to monitor and mitigate noise
emissions caused by terminal’s
activities. An annual campaign was
held to measure noise emissions
along the terminal perimeter, and
noise-absorbing barriers have been
installed around the operating
areas.

In addition, more EUR 20m has
been invested in the last 2 years
on vehicle fleet upgrades and yard
maintenance.

New audible-warning devices were
fitted to the yard vehicles in 2019 – 21
on the 22 operational Reach Stackers
and 7 on the 12 RTGs (rubber-tyred
gantry cranes).
The new alarms use white-noise
technology, replacing the old
tonal-sound alarms that were
widely used since the 1970s. The
devices
immediately
localise
the source (cranes, forklifts and
other machinery), and as they
use wideband audio, they are less
bothersome for yard workers that

LSCT also strives to mitigate the
indirect impact of those activities
that are not directly the company’s
control. Sub-suppliers installed
and maintained noise-mitigation
devices (silencers on trailers)
are actively monitored. And the
terminal
is
cooperating
with
customers through the ship captains
to minimise the use of generators
while vessels are in port.
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people

HUMAN RESOURCES,
HUMAN VALUE
People are vital to the success of the
Group. Their invaluable dedication
and professionalism are pivotal
to achieving our business goals.
The Group offers all workers equal
professional opportunities based on
merit and without discrimination.
Most operatives are employed on
full-time permanent contracts based

on different collective-bargaining
agreements, depending on their
company – respectively the national
collective-labour agreements for
ports (maritime terminals), for
vehicle, train and tram drivers
(Oceanogate), and for logistics (the
other companies).

STAFF BY ROLE AND GENDER (at 31/12/2019)
Role type

Men

Women

Total

Managers

14

1

15

Supervisors

27

5

32

Office workers

351

123

474

Manual workers

577

6

583

Total

969

135

1,104

AGE AND SERVICE
Role type

Average age

Managers

55

11

Supervisors

55

10

Office workers

45

14

Manual workers

39

9

Overall average

49

11

40

Average length of service

HUMAN RESOURCES,
HUMAN VALUE
Welfare Days are held regularly
where advisors are on hand during
working hours to train and support
employees in using the platform and
its many services. Staff are promptly
informed on each new initiative
via email, the portal and e-bulletin
boards in key locations throughout
the company, operative 24/7.

Contship Italia’s welfare system
aims to foster a united, motivated
workforce with a positive identity
that is recognised and appreciated
in the local community.
The Staff Services Centre has been
operational since 2008. This Centre
centralized the coordination of staff
welfare activities to ensure fairness
and consistency while also working
locally to meet the various Group
companies’ needs.
The Service Centre portal provides
information, services and useful
links to help staff at work and with
their work-life balance. There
are apps for managing holidays,
shift changes, pay packets and tax
certificates and for accessing all
the welfare services and benefits
arranged by the company.
The portal and its services are
available 24/7 via computer and on
the multimedia totems provided
on company premises, so those
without access to a computer are not
excluded. A new tool – the Service
Centre smartphone app – was
piloted in 2019 and will be available
to all staff from 2020.

To help employees achieve a healthy
work-life balance, the company also
offers advice on various matters
ranging
from
insurance
and
banking to tax. Qualified advisors at
preferential rates are available at the
Group to save staff time and money
and to provide exclusive services for
employees and their families.
The welfare services are constantly
monitored to better understand
employees’ welfare needs and
their satisfaction with the existing
welfare initiatives and to keep the
system running effectively.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

Worker health and safety is crucial for the Group, as it impacts on both staff
wellbeing and the quality of the services we offer.
2019 figures		
2019 accident rates
Average staff level
Hours worked
% absences

1,417
2,098,367.91

44.00

Workplace fatalities

0.00

Incidents in transit

17.00

Total days lost through incidents

1.92%

Frequency

20.97%*

Seriousness

1.24%

10.70%

Workplace accidents

Near misses

Incidence

58.00
2,610.00

Occupational diseases

1.00

*calculated per 1,000,000 hours worked.
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TRAINING

The Group is determined to
develop skill and expertise of each
individual, and help them unleash
their full potential with their

energy and creativity. With this in
mind, we stepped up our training
programmes significantly in 2019 for
all professional roles.

Training hours 2019
Role type

Staff

Training hours

2019 average

Compared to 2018

Managers

15

422

28

+57%

Supervisors

32

1,457

46

+54%

Office workers

474

4,998

11

+27%

583

18,094

31

+83%

1,104

24,971

23

+74%

Manual workers
Total
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PROJECTS FOR AND WITH
LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Contship Italia Group runs social,
sporting and cultural projects in
partnership with local and national
bodies and institutions.

importance of workplace safety.
Through PortoLab, Contship has
welcomed 22,000+ students from all
over Italy since 2006.

The
Group’s
flagship
project
is
PORTOLAB.
This
open-air
workshop provides an educational
opportunity for local schoolchildren
to learn about the port environment,
intermodal terminals and what it
is like to work there, as we share
the values and the culture of
port operations, especially the

Pupils also benefit from our workexperience scheme in collaborations
with local secondary schools.
Known as PCTO, this structured,
modular programme of orientation
and transferable-skills development
meets an array of needs arising from
students’ courses.
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CORRELATION TABLE
FOR GRI INDICATORS
GENERAL INDICATORS

GRI Standard

Page

102-1

8

Organisational profile
Name of the organisation
Activities, brands, products and services

102-2

8

Location of headquarters

102-3

9

Location of operations

102-4

10-12

Ownership and legal form

102-5

9

Markets served

102-6

11

Scale of the organisation

102-7

12

Information on employees and other workers

102-8

40

Supply chain

102-9

26-27

Significant changes to the organisation and its supply chain

102-10

5

Membership of associations

102-13

50

Statement from senior decision-maker

102-14

4

Key impacts, risks and opportunities

102-15

18-21

Strategy

Ethics and integrity
Values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour

102-16

18

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

102-17

18

102-18

Sustainability Report 2017

List of stakeholder groups

102-40

19

Collective-bargaining agreements

102-41

40

Governance
Governance structure
Stakeholder engagement

Reporting practice
Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

102-45

5

Defining report content and topic boundaries

102-46

5

List of material topics

102-47

20

Restatements of information

102-48

24, 34,35

Changes in reporting

102-49

5

Reporting period

102-50

5

Contact point for questions regarding the report

102-53

infocs@contshipitalia.com

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

102-54

5

GRI content index

102-55

46-47
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CORRELATION TABLE
FOR GRI INDICATORS
SPECIFIC INDICATORS

GRI Standard

Pagina

201

24

Economic aspects
Economic performance
Direct economic value generated and distributed

201-1

25

Infrastructure investments and services supported

203-1

37

Significant indirect economic impacts

203-2

27

Procurement practices

204

26

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

204-1

27

Anti-corruption

205

18

302

30-32

Environmental aspects
Energy
Energy consumption within the organisation

302-1

30

Energy intensity

302-3

32

Reduction in energy requirements of products and services

302-5

31

Water consumption

303-5

34

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

305-1

33

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

305-2

33

Reduction of GHG emissions

305-5

33

Waste

306-2

35

401

40

Social aspects
Employment
Benefits

401-2

41

Occupational health and safety

403

42

Work-related injuries

403-9

42

Training and education

404

43

Average hours of training per year per employee

404-1

43

Local communities

413

44

Operations with implemented local-community engagement,
impact assessments and/or development programmes

413-1

37-44
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